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Letter 851
The Wholesale Destruction of Hell’s Resources
2020-03-27
Dear Yeshua,
Thursday, 26 March 2020, 7:45AM.
Below are selected quotes from a transcript of several emails exchanges I recently had with the (…)
Brethren. IdentiIiable information has been edited or deleted, while some clarifying remarks have been
added (in parens and italics).
BEGIN EMAILS:
===
On Mar 21, 2020, at 6:27 AM, (…) wrote:
Last night before I went to sleep Jesus had words with me.
In a nut shell, He said He’s had enough of HR and that I could hunt them down and Iire at will. The point
was to not hold back, but to use every weapon I’ve been given.
To quote AC/DC, “won’t take no prisoner, won’t spare no lives...” (see Letter 525 Volume 6)
===
On Mar 21, 2020, at 9:22 AM, (CB63) wrote:
Those taking advantage of this (corona virus - COVID-19) panic to push an unholy agenda would be good
targets, I think.
Sent from my iPhone
===
-----Original Message----From: (…)
Sent: Saturday, March 21, 2020 3:20 PM
To: MQLT - (CB63)
Cc: MQLT - (CB59)
Subject: Re: The Wholesale Slaughter of HR
It’s really a target rich environment out there, but I will be using an organized, structured approach
wherever feasible.
The nice thing about ROE3 being automated is all I have to do is “be there”, wherever “there” is, where the
enemy is. The Lord takes care of the rest.
===
On Mar 23, 2020, at 1:50 AM, (CB59) wrote:
Interesting what (CB63) said. The other night at work a friend was telling me about those who are taking
advantage of the panic to sell products at insane prices. He is not a Christian but I told him those type of
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people would burn in hell if they do not repent. This is the opposite of what God says we are to do and the
opposite of doing God's will is doing Satan's will. I would not want to be them if the do not repent.
(…)
===
From: (…)
Sent: Saturday, March 21, 2020 6:39 AM
To: (CB59); (CB63)
Subject: Fwd: The Wholesale Slaughter of HR
And we’re starting with the HR House of Abortion...
===
From: "(CB59)>
Subject: RE: The Wholesale Slaughter of HR
Date: March 23, 2020 at 2:28:22 AM PDT
To: (…), (CB63)
That is my top priority (and (CS23)’s as well). Slaughter of children is straight out of the OT and God was
not pleased, especially when His people did it. Molech followers you can understand (somehow) but
followers of Yahweh/Jesus/Most High do not murder unborn babies unless there is something drastically
wrong with their theology.
===
On Mar 21, 2020, at 3:19 PM, (…) wrote:
The nice thing about ROE3 being automated is all I have to do is “be there”, wherever “there” is, where the
enemy is. The Lord takes care of the rest.”
===
From: (CB59)
Subject: Re: The Wholesale Slaughter of HR
Date: March 24, 2020 at 4:15:12 AM PDT
To: (…)
Cc: (CB63)
You have it better than I do. I seem to have to kill them in the spirit but it is not a big problem for me. It
just takes a little longer. Thank you for praying with me to have the ability.
===
On Mar 23, 2020, at 9:35 AM, (…) wrote:
Here’s our Iirst target, which just came in as I am praying Letter 541.
https://righttolife.org.uk/news/nz-pm-rushes-worlds-most-extreme-abortion-law-into-law-whilecountry-distracted-with-pandemic/?mc_cid=f709713bea&mc_eid=c7f14738de
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===
From: (CB59)
Subject: Re: The Wholesale Slaughter of HR
Date: March 24, 2020 at 4:17:40 AM PDT
To: (…)
Cc: (CS23), (CB63)
That is disgustingly evil. These people should be on trial and then executed after being found guilty of
crimes against humanity.
===
END OF EMAILS.
It was over 5 days ago when Jesus spoke to me about going after HR in such an unlimited fashion. Since
then, I have already had targets of opportunity presented before me to vanquish. And we are just now
getting ready to take on the House of Abortion.
One of the things this change of battle tactics required was an adjustment of the Angel Troops assigned to
me. The Lord Holy Spirit led me to request re-assignment of angel Leah and the Battalion of Warrior
Angels she leads (which, when Jesus Iirst revealed this unit to me, and angel Maiah was still their Leader, I
affectionally referred to them as the “Bitch Patrol*”, as I got the distinct impression that they were all Lady
Angels, and that they would get all “bitchy” on the enemy’s ass as part of their harassing tactics.)
Leah’s assignment had been Perimeter Watch. But now, I asked her if she could take on Target
Acquisition duties. She agreed, which left the Perimeter job open. This led to me asking to have Seal
Team 9 increased from 6 Troops to 12. The Perimeter has been largely secured by the excellent efforts of
Leah and her Teams, so an entire battalion is no longer required. Easy and Light and the rest of (now)
Seal Team 12 can handle Perimeter Watch easily, along with continuing to provide security services for
my own residence.
*I got this idea from an old TV show called The Rat Patrol.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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